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 From your Editor

Whether it was AIDS, SWINE FLU, AVIAN FLU, EBOLA, SARS, DENGUE FE-
VER, HERPES or whatever, it was always an issue for someone else. Not so this time 
around. Just because I haven’t caught it doesn’t mean that I can’t. It’s everywhere. If 

you breathe, you can get it. I’ve grown up with the belief that pandemics or plagues were a thing of 
the historical past. How naïve. As a child, we had Polio to contend with. And a generation earlier, 
my father, and mother to a lesser extent, were threatened with the Spanish Flu. And here we are 
facing the latest evil force, Covid, with our lives ground to a screeching halt and turned completely 
upside down.

Covid  is not the whole story. We never really know the future. We might have some indications of 
what to expect, but even that doesn’t really help. I might get hit by a bus tomorrow and then where 
will I be? I think about those who have gone before into the unknown and emerged with a greater 
understanding of their experience than their anticipation. Figures, like Lewis and Clark, that set 
out in 1805 to explore a territory completely unknown to them. They encountered burdens and 
dangers because they didn’t know where they were going or what was required to get there. I got 
a chuckle from reading their journals about their first encounter with a Grizzly Bear, a bear much 
more formidable than the Black Bears they had known on the East Coast. Their muskets were no 
match for the Grizzly’s power, and it almost cost them a life. I know about Grizzlies, partly from 
my knowledge of these explorers’ experience. But they didn’t have anyone to teach them. They 
learned on the job. And they applied the knowledge and skills that they already possessed to their 
unfamiliar situations. Perhaps most importantly, they trusted in Providence, the great provider, to 
supply what they needed, and point them in the right direction.

Covid is our great continent to be explored. We have dealt with other diseases, but never this 
one. Covid defines everything that we do. It affects who we meet with and how that meeting is 
conducted. It directs how we spend our time. It dictates how we support ourselves. If we defy it, it 
strikes back. If we ignore it, it presents itself to us. It won’t be ignored. If we accept its presence and 
work with it on its terms, it becomes manageable. Funny, most of life is like this, don’t you think?

We find ourselves as naked and exposed as on that first day in the Garden of Eden. No matter how 
hard we try to cover ourselves, to hide our weaknesses and present ourselves as invulnerable, reality 
sees right through our fig leaves. Our money, prestige, denial, belligerence – none of it makes any 
difference. The rich are just as susceptible as the poor. There is no armor, no vaccine or drug to stop 
it. The bank president is just as vulnerable as the janitor that cleans his bathroom.

What are we going to do? I don’t know. But slow and careful, thorough, and humble examination 
will get a lot more of us a lot farther than bombastic tyranny; I guarantee it.

Albert
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 In the Interim - Comments from Joan

It is hard to believe that September is here.  In some sense this September is not so different from 
others we have experienced.  The weather is usually beautiful, warm, sunny days that seem to 
linger and sustain us for the rainy season ahead.  This September is also like none we have ever 

known.  We are truly stepping into the unknown.  We have prepared to begin meeting in-person 
and may be doing so when you read this.  But going to church will be quite different for the fore-
seeable future.  Masks, hand sanitizer, social distancing, waivers, and communion in one form 
distributed in a quite a different manner, all will be a part of this entrance into the unknown.  Some 
will choose appropriately to worship via video.  We will be doing many of the same things, wor-
ship, stewardship, vestry meetings, even an annual parish meeting and search profile, but we will be 
doing them in different ways.  Sometimes just thinking about it makes me tired as I am sure it does 
you as well.  

When I think about what is ahead, I am reminded of  the Israelites who were slaves in Egypt.  The 
story of  their leaving Egypt behind is told in the Book of  Exodus.  They followed Moses out into 
the wilderness, the place of  chaos.  They intended to walk through the chaos to the land God had 
promised to them.  The distance between Cairo and Jerusalem is something like 450 miles, a fair 
hike.  Even so, if  they walked 15 miles a day the journey should have taken about 30 days not 40 
years!  So, why 40 years?  The Israelites had to learn how to be a congregation in new and different 
ways.  It took a while.  

As we enter the unknown this year, we too will be learning how to be St. Augustine’s in new and 
different ways.  There will be times when we long for the old ways and there will be times when we 
embrace the new with excitement and courage.  As you develop and adapt to the new “normal” 
you will also be considering what gifts and skills you will need in your next Rector.  It is auspicious 
that the search for the new way and the new rector are happening at the same time.  I encourage all 
of  you not merely to enter the unknown but to jump in joyfully with both feet!
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Faith Step for September

Ask Jesus to help you do what He is calling 
you to do now. What you do today is  
preparation for your next assignment. 

Everything on earth has its own time and its 
own season. Ecclesiastes 3:1 (CEV)

From Mornings with Jesus 2020  used with 
permission of Guideposts
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CYBORGS
THE TIME OF COVID


Maureen Rogers

My Trip 
to the 
Dentist

The week in March when our governor instructs us to shelter in place, I notice a dull pain 
emitting from my lower left molar. I know I shouldn’t have postponed that double crown 
replacement the dentist had advised months ago. Even as a veteran patient with a mouth 

full of crowns, implants, and root canals, almost anything will gladly take precedence over three 
hours in a dental chair. 

I call the office to check availability and the answering service says they are closed for two weeks 
but reassures me that any emergency cases will be handled promptly. I can wait it out, I decide, no 
problem.  Even when they call to schedule me and say their plans for a “soft” reopening have been 
extended six weeks out, the pain has subsided and I’m okay with the delay. 

Finally, the day before my scheduled appointment arrives, the office manager, Pam, calls to go over 
questions about my health and virus exposure. “You might notice a few changes,” she says. “There 
are protocols in place with this Covid virus-thing. We only take one patient in at a time now.” 

As instructed, the next day I wait in the parking lot until the receptionist calls on my cell phone. I 
don my mask and meet Pam at the interior glass door inside the building. I envy her much-coveted 
super protective N95 mask as she unlocks the door with latex gloves. I smile reflexively although 
I’ve learned from weeks of  mask wearing that I could just as easily screw up my mouth or stick out 
my tongue.  She may have smiled back but who could tell.

“A couple of  things to check,” Pam says as she aims a digital thermometer at my forehead.  She 
nods when I hear a beep. Then I hold out my finger for the pincher that reads my blood oxygen 
level. “Looks good,” she says and slaps a sticker on my blouse that says APPROVED.

As she replaces her gloves with a new pair, she directs me to a table set out in the reception area. 

Photo by Maureen Rogers
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“Please take a big squirt of  hand sanitizer” she instructs, holding up a clipboard. “Here are a few 
forms to fill out.”

With sticky fingers, I pull out my glasses to complete a stack of  paperwork including the same 
virus exposure questions I’d already answered on the phone.  By the time I get to the small print 
on Covid limited liability I can’t see a thing. Breathing through a mask makes my glasses steam up. I 
scribble my signature.  I know the risk and it’s too late to back out now anyway. 

Considering the amount of  morning coffee I consumed and the long appointment ahead, I ask to 
use the restroom before we get started. 

“Our bathroom is closed. You’ll have to use the one down the hall.” Pam points toward the 
entrance. A few minutes later it’s déjà vu as I return and watch her blue gloves unlock the glass 
door, let me back into the reception area and instruct me once again to douse with hand sanitizer. 
“We’ll put you in room five with Becky”, she says pointing to the masked dental assistant a few feet 
down the hall beckoning me toward her. “Please continue to wear your mask until you’re told to 
remove it.”

I’d like to think Becky was smiling. At least her voice is friendly as she pulls the APPROVED 
sticker off  my blouse. “Before you sit down, I need you to wash your hands with this germicidal 
soap and dry them thoroughly with those paper towels.” Her voice is muffled but I get the 
message when she points to the small sink next to the dental chair.  I comply, although I’ve already 
disinfected twice with hand sanitizer and once with soap in the bathroom. Besides, my hands won’t 
be near my face for the next three hours. 

“May I keep my cell phone with me?” I ask so I can track the time during the procedure. Dental 
offices seem to have an aversion to wall clocks. 

“Sure.” Becky takes the phone and proceeds to decontaminate it with a heavy spray and several 
wipes until I’m quite certain it will never work again. Then of  course, she exchanges her latex 
gloves for a new pair.  “While we wait for Doctor G, I’ll have you remove your mask and gargle for 
one minute with this.” She hands me a paper cup. “It’ll kill any virus in your mouth and tastes much 
better than the diluted hydrogen peroxide we had to use for a while.”

“Really?” I wrestle with my gag reflex but finally manage a minute of  gargling for what seems like 
an hour. 

Becky’s muffled voice from behind is now totally incoherent. She steps into view and I see why. 
Strapped around her head, over her paper mask is a clear plastic visor that hangs down to her chest.  
Close up, I can tell by the crinkling around her eyes that she is grinning as she hands me goggles. 
“Another layer of  protection,” I think she says, then proceeds to examine the tooth that had 
originally prompted my call. “Hmm.” She stops to study my chart and I translate her mutterings in 
my head. Evidently the previously sore tooth is not where I needed the double crown. 

A masked Doctor G enters Room 5 a moment later in his usual dental garb and paper mask. 
Normally he’s a formal guy with a strong accent and a stern manner but today he’s laughing and 
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Cyborgs continued

appears downright jolly. Perhaps six weeks of  vacation has changed his perspective on life. My 
mind wanders. Maybe he’s survived a near-death Covid experience?  

“Before I prepare, I need to ask a few questions,” he says. 

I’m hoping for a little variety, but he covers the exact same material I’ve gone through twice already. 
I’m wondering if  this is some sort of  lie detector test and they’re trying to catch me, but he seems 
satisfied with my answers. He disappears behind me and mumbles something to Becky. Did he 
really just say Clark Kent? 

I hear rustling and a moment later Doctor G is back into view wearing a wild tie-dyed smock, his 
paper mask now covered with a larger cloth mask and on top of  that a clear visor mounted with 

his magic eyes as he calls his magnifying 
equipment and laser spotlight.  “Now let’s 
have a look at that tooth.” 

I’m guessing that’s what he says and open 
wide. 

He soon confirms what Becky said. The sore 
tooth that prompted my appointment in 
the first place is fine, probably just a minor 
trauma. It’s the two back molars on the other 
side with a deep cavity that require new 
crowns. Holy expletive!  I didn’t need this 
appointment in the middle of  a pandemic! I 
squelch the impulse to scream, jump out of  
the chair, and run. What can I say? I’ve gone 
through hoops to get here and arranged a 
special appointment. I’m guessing that’s an 
eager let’s-get-started look in Doctor G’s eyes.  
I’m resigned. “Okay. Just do it.”

Usually Novocain injected in several places 
in the jaw is the worst part of  a procedure 
for me, but not today. The Doctor is trying 
out new equipment including a long flexible 
thingy that supposedly replaces the dreaded 

rubber dam and makes breathing easier for the patient. Becky uses hand signals to demonstrate 
how it works. Then I try to mentally detach and drift off  to some blissful place during the 
excavation of  my old crowns. 

Doctor G and Becky have trouble communicating through layers of  masks and visors and soon 
their voices escalate to near hollering. My attempt at calm evaporates and soon my full bladder 
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starts to shout even louder.  After what seems like at least three hours, Doctor G gives me a 
thumbs-up. I’m imagining a quick exit from the chair when his words become clear. “Seventy-five 
percent complete.”

Gasp. Choke. My happy place has disappeared, my bladder is screaming. I frantically wave to get 
their attention then I’m quickly stripped of  equipment, paper bib and protective goggles and 
released to run down the hall. Upon my return all the same disinfecting procedures have to be done 
again.

My mouth is tingling, the Novocain is wearing thin, but I hang on to the notion of  twenty-five 
percent left. Becky grips my lower jaw and pushes a metal device down over my teeth. She applies 
constant pressure for five minutes as the silly-putty–like substance fills in every nook and cranny.  I 
know this part – the mold will be shipped to the lab and used to form my new crowns. When she 
finally pries it off, I hear a groan. Becky says the machine that mixes the pink putty isn’t working 
right. I can feel tension in the room and figure it’s more likely operator error. “We’ll try one more 
time,” the stern tone of  Doctor G’s voice returns, and he takes over the procedure, “Or she’ll have 
to come back for a redo.”

Gulp! Oh no! That means two more appointments instead of  one. He props his hand under my 
jaw for the five-minute count down then the metal device pulls out easily. Houston, we’ve made 
contact! He gives me another thumbs-up. Whew!  

My temporary crowns slip on with few adjustments, it’s almost over. “Becky will get some Advil for 
you. That was a deep cavity,” the Doctor says. “We’ll call you when your new crowns are ready. “  

The image of  Doctor G, as I leave the room, will stick with me longer than my fear of  catching 
Covid. He’s mask-less, in normal dentist attire again, holding up what looks like a black plastic 
garbage bag. “Decontamination,” he laughs at my shocked expression and tosses in his tie-dyed 
smock, masks, gloves, and visor.  “It’s all part of  our pandemic protocol.”

Maureen Rogers is the sister-in-law of our parishioner Carole Tyson. She is a freelance writer, living in Seattle with 
her husband Don and cat Simon, most recently represented in The Chicken Soup Series.
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Like many of you, I have been in quarantine since mid-February. It is now the six-month an-
niversary and I have adjusted to and created a lifestyle that will most likely go on for at least 
another six months. 

In the beginning, the quarantine was very challenging, as much of  what is important to me simply 
vanished. My chorus in Seattle, a significant part of  my life, stopped rehearsing, church services 
came to a grinding halt. No more entertaining or visiting with friends and family. My hiking group 
and book groups ceased. Concerts were cancelled and art museums closed. Swimming, which I 
count on for serenity and exercise, was no longer an option. 

The first two months were very difficult even though I continued to read, pray, cook and stay po-
litically active. I followed the news feverishly, watching in horror as people died at alarming rates. 
I cried reading about New York City and the bodies being stored in trucks on the streets of  that 
great city. I felt enraged at how people of  color and the many impoverished people of  our nation 
perished at disproportionate rates. Then, on a more personal note, came the trip cancellations: my 
50th high school reunion in Baltimore, our 30th wedding anniversary Viking Cruise, my chorus 
festival gathering in Minneapolis and a much-anticipated Roads Scholar trip to Poland with a dear 
friend I’ve known since we were six. These on top of  other local trips to see grandchildren... It was 
a very painful time. I was safe but sad, ever so sad. 

QUARANTINE
The Perils and JoysDorian McGlannan



As the weeks went on, I somehow adapted. I had to. Human beings are, in the end, resourceful and 
resilient. When we pay attention to the Holy Spirit, God shows us another way. Zoom gatherings 
became routine. Virtual choirs - both rehearsals and performances became a part of  my life. None 
of  these came close to replacing my normal life, but they helped. 

Then George Floyd was murdered, and my life changed. I had followed and been shaken by the nu-
merous previous stories of  the fatal violence against African American men, but this was different. 
I’ve been a Christian activist for most of  my life, but this was different. I was certainly not alone. 
Much of  the country was suddenly on high alert trying to figure out what was going on and how 
we had arrived at such a despicable place. And so I started reading, seriously reading and listening 
to audio books and watching movies and documentaries, listening to podcasts -anything I could 
find. 

The anti-racism book list is extensive, and these books have been available for a significant period 
of  time, many written during the past four years. Of  the three  books that are similar in scope - 
“White Fragility” (Robin Diangelo), “Me and White Supremacy” (Layla F. Saad) and “So you want 
to Talk about Race” (Ijeoma Oluo), the last book is in my opinion the best of  the three. There are 
a number of  reasons; it is written by a local author, it brings readers up to speed on anti-racism 
language, Oluo is a great writer and storyteller and last but not least, she interjects a bit of  humor 
which helps when talking about such a difficult subject. “White Fragility” is good for people who 
are still employed, and “Me and White Supremacy” has good reflection questions. I have not yet 
read “How to be an Anti-Racist” (Ibram X Kendi) but it is on my list. 

Before the current anti-racism trend, I had read many books by black authors, everything by Colson 
Whithead, books by Toni Morrison and Alice Walker, but this current journey is different. I became 
obsessed. I’ve settled down a bit, realizing that I am in this for the long haul, but I no longer won-
der what I will do this winter while we are still in quarantine. I am educating, re-educating myself  
on the topic of  racism, African American history as well as anything having to do with immigration 
and the LatinX community. I took a class on LatinX Literature and Immigration through Johns 
Hopkins’ online continuing education program, which is available to the public. In that class, I met 
about ten young LatinX women from around the country, most of  whom are second generation 
LatinX PhD candidates! I am in a small group from church that is doing a pilot program on a book 
called “Beyond Inclusion” and studying the Sunday readings with another small group from St. 
Augustine’s . On Sundays, in addition to 
the service at our church in the woods, 
I church hop, listening to sermons from 
our cathedral and the National Cathe-
dral. I am catching up on the many 
programs offered on PBS as well as the 
many movies and documentaries avail-
able on the various TV platforms such 
as Netflix and Prime. I have stepped up 
my political activism by finding activist 
opportunities online. 

11
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Quarantine continued

For years, God has called me “to be part of  the change” knowing that silence is the same as com-
plicity when it comes to social justice and systemic reform. Jesus preached and taught us to reach 
out to the poor and the marginalized. These spiritual threads are woven throughout our scriptures. 
As a Christian, I am called to listen and act. It is part of  our baptismal covenant: “Will you strive 
for justice and peace among all people, and respect the dignity of  every human being?” “I will, with 

God’s help.” With God’s help - I know 
I cannot do it alone. This call has got-
ten me into trouble “good trouble, 
necessary trouble” as John Lewis said. 
I can’t march because of  Covid and 
my days of  civil disobedience are in 
the distant past, but I can still answer 
the call to breathe the spirit of  Jesus’ 
love and mercy into the world around 
me. It might be on the phone, it might 
be on Zoom or Facebook, it might be 
to the eagles I see as I swim in Goss 
Lake, but the spiritual energy is there. 

On occasion, sometimes more, some-
times less, I fall apart and get swept up 
in the suffering of  the world. I weep 
as Mary Magdalene wept at Jesus’ 
tomb, but I also rise out of  the ash-
es knowing that there is good in the 
world, that songs are being sung and 
birds are flying through the skies, and 
that as Julian of  Norwich (14th centu-
ry Christian mystic) said: “All shall be 

well, all shall be well, all manner of  thing shall be well.” 

In the midst of  the two pandemics, I have found a purpose. I feel more focused than I have in 
quite some time. I am grateful more than I am in despair. God is taking me somewhere, though I 
don’t know exactly where. That is the nature of  the spiritual life. It is “the peace of  God that sur-
passes all understanding” (Philippians 4:7). For now, my friends, for now. 
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Giraffes continued

During our preparations for a future pilgrimage to Brittany, 
France we intrepid pilgrims have studied the life and accom-
plishments of the Seven Founder Saints of Brittany, all of 

whom were Celtic Christian monks from Great Britain, Ireland, or 
Brittany itself.  These monks founded several significant monasteries in 
Brittany, which became important spiritual and collegiate learning cen-

ters in Western Europe.  However, said holy men may never have experienced or propagated monastic life 
if it were not for the teachings, example, and precedence established by St. Martin of Tours.  St. Martin 
founded the first monastery in France and is known as the father of monasticism in France.  Equally 
important, he is regarded as the first great leader of Western monasticism.  Several of the Celtic saints 
we have introduced to you, e.g., Ninian of Whithorn in Southern Scotland, were trained at St. Martin’s 
monastery.

Accordingly, during our Brittany pilgrimage we will pay humble homage to St. Martin of  Tours for his 
life and accomplishments by visiting several sites directly connected to him.  For example, we will take 
a guided tour of  Marmoutier Abbey, which was built near the site of  his most successful monastic 
community.

St. Martin was born in 316 AD in what is now Szombathely, Hungary of  pagan parents.  Interestingly, 
he chose to embrace Christianity at the age of  10.  Martin was forced into the Roman army as a youth 
and later petitioned the Roman emperor to be released from his service because he was “Christ’s 
soldier.”  Martin finished religious instruction while still in the military and was baptized at the age 
of  18.  After leaving the Roman army, he continued his religious training at Poitiers, under Bishop 
Hilary.  Martin subsequently became a missionary in what is now the Balkan Peninsula, but was forced 
out because of  his opposition to the heretical practice of  Arianism.  Thereafter, he traveled in Italy for 
several years.  He then rejoined St. Hilary of  Poitiers.  Still later, Martin founded a community of  hermits 
at Liguria, which was the first monastery in France.  In 371, he was made Bishop of  Tours, and outside 
of  the city he founded the famous monastery of  Marmoutier along the banks of  the Loire River.

Martin made Marmoutier a great monastic complex to which European ascetics were drawn and from 
which apostles spread Christianity throughout France and beyond.  During the period 384-385 Martin 
took part in a controversy at the imperial court in Trier, France, in which he protested to the Roman 
emperor against the killing of  heretics and against civil interference in ecclesiastical matters.  Throughout 
his life, Martin acquired a reputation as a miracle worker.  Significantly, he was one of  the first non-
martyrs to be publicly venerated as a saint.

St. Martin died 8 November 397 in Candes, France.  He is buried below his shrine at the Basilica of  St. 
Martin.  His Western feast day is 11 November and his Eastern feast day is 12 November.  St. Martin of  
Tours is the Patron Saint of  France.

Walking with the Celtic Saints

St. Martin of Tours
Ted Brookes
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Giraffes continued

Jaguars are the most well-known endangered species in South America.  However, it should be 
acknowledged that jaguars historically roamed from Argentina through Central America up to 
various parts  of the southwestern U.S.  The jaguar is formally considered Near Threatened by 

the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) rather than Endangered.  The species 
has been classified as such since 2002, but jaguar conservation efforts remain critical today because 
threats to this iconic predator persist.

Jaguars are the largest big cat species in the Americas and the third largest feline in the world, after 
tigers and lions.  There are about 15,000 jaguars living in the wild today.  Jaguars play a vital role in 
their habitat by controlling other species’ populations while helping maintain a healthy ecosystem.

Unfortunately, the jaguar’s range has declined by half  in the last 100 years due to deforestation and 
agricultural activities.  This has resulted in reduced and even extinct jaguar populations in some 
countries.  Despite numerous conservation efforts, their population continues to decline.

The greatest threat to jaguars has come in the form of  habitat erosion and destruction.  Jaguars 
require lakes and rivers as part of  their habitat.  They are solitary animals that avoid open forest 
and grasslands when possible.  Consequently, human expansion and settlement around waterways, 
as well as wholesale deforestation across South America have significantly reduced the habitat range 
of  the jaguar.

Today, jaguars live primarily in the Amazon Basin.  Environmental damage to their habitat reduces 
the number of  jaguars an area can support, particularly when many of  the jaguar’s prey species are 
hunted by humans.  The reduced habitat range of  jaguars means those remaining animals in an area 

Jaguar Population in Decline
God’s Disappearing Creatures

Ted Brookes



have been pressed to adapt to changing conditions.  Often, this results in jaguars attempting to kill 
domestic cows and pigs.  This places them in direct conflict with farmers, who have been known to 
kill jaguars in defense of  their livestock.

Because jaguars are so rare in the wild and because their coats are so sought after they are illegally 
hunted by poachers.  The poachers kill the jaguars for their coats and body parts.  In recent years, 
jaguar claws and fangs have been fetching high prices in Asia, where they are used for traditional 
medicines.

Despite the downward trend in jaguar populations the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has been fully 
engaged in conservation initiatives in South America.  Here are some of  the highlights from its 
efforts:

According to a WWF spokesperson, the jaguar has become a priority species in the 
organization.  Its conservation must be insured by forming alliances with other organizations and 
governments.

A. WWF has worked with the government of  Brazil to successfully protect large blocks of  
Amazon forest for the jaguar.

B. Since 2017, the WWF has been monitoring jaguar populations in the Napo-Putumayo 
Corridor (740,000 acres of  forest) that spans through Columbia, Ecuador, and Peru.

C. Between 2018 and 2019 WWF installed 129 cameras in the corridor to conduct a census 
of  jaguar prey species and better understand the area’s conservation value.  WWF has 
identified more than 30 specific jaguars and as many as 2000 of  these big cats estimated to be 
operating throughout the corridor.

15
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Saint Augustine’s in the Woods, 
a First Century Church

Over the course of this coming year as The 
Light explores the theme, “Into the Un-

known,” this column will explore the future of 
St. A’s in the context of a church in its first 100 
years, the foundational story.

Our holy scripture offers two remarkable 
books dedicated to the continual retelling 
of  how an assembly of  faith is formed, and 
with divine help, transfers its mission to the 
next and future generations: Exodus and The 
Acts of  the Apostles. It is important to note 
that the people who followed Moses into the 
wilderness were not Jews (at least not until the 
10 commandments were received), and that 
the people who followed Jesus following his 
Crucifixion were not Christians (they were Jews 
and pagan followers of  the Way).

This is terribly important for us to remember, 
for while we identify as Episcopalian, it is very 
likely that those who might follow us in faith, 
will probably not be Episcopalian when they 
come to us.

Saint Augustine’s in 
the Wilderness:  
Into the Unknown
The wilderness

The Bible is full of desert landscapes, 
places of scarcity and sensory depri-
vation, alive with djinns and demons 

enough to tempt and try the Son of God himself 

not to men-
tion Moses 
and Aaron 
and their 
unruly tribe. 
In our later 
translations 
of scripture, 
the desert is 
often referred 
to as The 
Wilderness. 
This should 
not surprise 
us, since 
when Cath-
olic Christen-
dom became 
centered in 
Europe, that landscape was notably devoid of 
deserts and long on forests forms of wilderness.

First and second century Egyptian and 
Palestinian monastics who found seclusion in 
the desert were followed over many centuries 
by Christian hermits and monks who lived 
and established monastic refuges in the forest 
wilderness of  Europe. This is why we are as 
likely to refer to Moses and his followers as 
wandering 40 years in the wilderness as to say 40 
years in the desert.

The wilderness is also the spiritual pause or 
reset button. Clearing the error codes of  earthly 
life may require shorter or longer periods in 
the Wilderness. When Jesus needed to clear 
the demands of  the throng from his heart and 
return to a place of  prayer and communion 
with the Father, sometimes just a few hours or 
overnight were needed. To discipline his spirit 
for temptations of  the Devil, forty days and 
forty nights were needed. To purge Moses and 

Bill Skubi

Saint Anthony (Joan?) Walking 
Through the Wilderness to Meet Saint 
Peter of Thebes
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his stiff-necked followers from every vestige of  
Egypt and its pantheon of  Kings, demigods and 
idols, 40 years in the wilderness was in order.

In this way, St. Augustine’s in the Woods 
(wilderness) is aptly named, and the economy 
of  God and the foolishness of  humans has 
imposed an uncertain period of  wilderness 
wandering during this time of  Pandemic. The 
process of  assessing our parish and calling a 
new Rector, that we had vainly hoped would be 
nearly done by now, has barely begun.

Should we be angry and resentful at this, or 
accepting and grateful and use this pause to 
reset ourselves spiritually?

Faith is the Key, what is Faith?

Faith is marvelous in that in can be shared by a 
group, and still not be exactly the same for all 
members of  the group. If  we look at the faith 
of  the Apostles in Acts, disagreement can be 
almost as pronounced as agreement. How can 
that be?

“Now faith is the stuff  (substance) of  things 
hoped for, the evidence (proof) of  things not 
seen.” –Hebrews 11:1

The first part of  this formula allows for 
different persons to hope for different things, 
therefore the stuff  of  which their faith is made 
of  can differ also.

Now the second part of  the faith equation gets 
even more interesting. If  you have never seen 
an Angel, but hold that they exist either from 
a written witness or because I, who have seen 
an Angel, have told you so, then it is your faith 
that serves as proof  of  Angels.  But I, who have 
seen Angels, exercise less faith in my belief. 

So, Thomas said to the risen Jesus when he put 
his hand in Jesus’ side, “My Lord and My God!”

And Jesus replied, “Because you have seen me you 

have found faith. Happy are they who never saw 
me and yet have found Faith.” -John 20:28-29

God is very much calling each one of  us to 
follow in shared, but not identical faith, into 
a new future for our church. That future will 
include our life together, yet is destined for a 
continuing life beyond our own earthly life. 
Forty hours, forty days, or forty years in the 
Wilderness according to God’s will for us all.

The Golden Calf: Is it unavoidable?

If  God is leading us into the future how can we 
possibly go wrong? Remember the stiff-necked 
followers of  Moses in the wilderness? It did not 
have to take forty years of  wandering, but at 
crucial moments Faith would fail. They thought 
they would starve, God fed them, he gave them 
Manna, they got tired of  it and cried for meat. 
Oy! Sound like anybody you know?

We think of  the First Passover,  when everybody 
packs up and leaves in a big hurry, maybe just 
the clothes on their backs, trusting in God alone 
to deliver them, right? But what happens when 
Moses climbs the mountain to meet God? They 
get tired of  waiting, tired of  trusting God, out 
comes the gold they had hoarded out of  Egypt, 
and instead of  faith in God, they put their faith 
in the Golden Calf  (The original Bull Market 
you could call it.)

We will face similar temptations. We will try to 
do it on our own, under our own power and we 
will fail, and it will be back into the wilderness 
for us. We will learn, and we will forget, and we 
will learn anew to put our faith in God.

Yes, the first sixty years of  St. Augustine’s in 
Woods were interesting, but hang on, the next 
40 years of  St. Augustine’s in the Wilderness are 
going to be Biblical in scope! Praise God and 
Pass the Manna!
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Sometimes, when we enter the unknown it is good to bring along some of the things that are 
“tried and true.”  Among those which are tried and true are traditions.  When things are like 
they have never been before it is good to reclaim some of what has had meaning for us in the 

past.  One of the traditions that has largely been lost is the writing of notes.  We e-mail, or text in-
stead.  E-mails and texts are useful ways to communicate and I would be lost without them.  How-
ever, there is something about going to the mailbox and finding a personal letter or note.  In among 
the flyers, the bills and the credit card offers, it is a joy to find an envelope addressed by hand from 
someone I know or would like to know.  Not too long ago, Molly Felder, our parish administrator 
decided to write post cards to people in the parish.  There was no particular “reason” or “business” 
that these contained, just a way of saying hello.  I overheard one of our parishioners who received 
such a card.  There was surprise and pleasure in his voice as he announced, “We got a card from 
Molly.”  Sometimes the simplest things bring unexpected delight to others.

As we enter into the unknown that this year holds, it may be time to reclaim the tradition of   
writing notes.  I am suggesting that you take a few minutes each day to write a note or two to 
someone that you miss seeing at coffee hour, or in church.  Maybe the note will be to an old friend 
or to someone with whom you would like to become better acquainted, maybe even someone you 
don’t know at all.  It could be someone in your neighborhood or someone at the other end of  the 
Island.  The list of  possibilities is nearly endless.    

Recently many of  you have taken the time to write a card or note remembering the one-year 
anniversary of  my coming to St. Augustine’s.  Those cards and notes are treasures and a special way 
of  connecting with each of  you.  I will save them to read again when I need a boost of  joy.  Would 
you consider reaching out in the old-fashioned way of  note writing, to someone in our parish?    
Recovering the tradition of  note writing could become a habit!  It would be a wonderful practice 
to carry forward out of  our present situation of  being apart.  A few minutes each day or so could 
bring such joy and light to someone else.  There is an added benefit: in the process of  bringing joy 
we receive the gift of  joy in return.

NoteworthyJoan Anthony
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Giraffes continued

In-House @ St.Augie’s
REFLECTIONSREFLECTIONS

Rev. Dr. Chris Breuninger

As Covid continues to blaze like a wildfire, we find ourselves disoriented by the scorching 
changes in society and depressed by the losses we are experiencing. This “new reality” is 
one of the reasons your Light staff chose “Entering the Unknown” as our meta-theme for 

the Light this season. 

Clearly, we are entering unknown territory, but then, aren’t we always entering the unknown?

We like to hold onto an illusion that life is stable, predictable, and controllable. But sickness, death 
and pandemics have a way of cracking that illusion. We are always entering the unknown. People 
change. Societies change. Creation evolves and adapts. And so must we.

So how does one enter the unknown as a person of faith? I’ve been pondering that question, and my 
first response is to acknowledge that faith is a fundamental fact of existence; God transcends time, 
we do not. Our point of view is always inherently limited, God’s is not. And so, we are told many 
times in scripture that we walk by faith. 

In Hebrews 11, the author lists a litany of people of faith who walked by faith. Noah and Abraham 
stepped out and trusted God in spite of not seeing their destination. Moses persisted for 40 years of 
wandering in the desert, in spite of moments when he felt like tossing in the towel. 

Faith necessarily involves persisting when we most feel like quitting. And with each step we take, 
we engage our faith and our assurance in God grows larger than it could,   were we coasting easily 
along without pressure, challenge, and uncertainty.

The long list of people who walked by faith in Hebrews 11 opens with this telling insight into the 
nature of faith: “Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not 
see. This is what the ancients were commended for.” Faith is the sure foundation under everything 

Walking by Faith into the Unknown 
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that makes life worth living. Faith is a handle on what we can’t see. Faith is trusting God in times 
of uncertainty.

Walking by faith for Ancient Hebrews can be illustrated by their notion of time. Israelites did not 
view time as something into which one plowed forward. That’s how most Americans view time. 
Instead, the Hebrews viewed time as something they backed into. For instance, David, walking 
though the dark valley of death, wrote: 

“Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life.” (Psalm 23:6). 

Even though David’s enemies seem to have the upper hand, and even though he walks through the 
valley of death, David backs into his future seeing signs of God’s goodness and love that trail be-
hind him. Some people confuse faith with certainty. But faith is not being certain. Faith is trust in 
God which gives us “assurance about what we do not see.” As we back into an uncertain future, we 
do so with assurance in the triune God who is with us and whose loving faithfulness will follow us 
all the days of our life. 

Walking by Faith continued

Campus tour guide at the University of Rhode Island backing along his 
route so that he can communicate better with his charges.
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Giraffes continued

Personnel

STAFF
Joan Anthony Interim Rector

Molly Felder-Grimm Parish Administrator 

David Locke Parish Musician

Rob Anderson Bookkeeper

Lucy Brown Childcare

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP
Susan Sandri Senior Warden 

Barry Haworth Junior Warden

Nancy Ruff Treasurer

VESTRY
Mic Kisinger, Bill Skubi, Susan Sandri, Joan Johnson,  
Meade Brown, Barry Haworth, Celia Metz Clerk

CONVENTION
Gail Corell, Brian Reid, Maureen Masterson, Dann 
Jergenson Delegates 
Devon Irmer, Kathryn Beaumont Alternate Delegates

TABULATORS
Br. Richard Tussey Lead Tabulator
LECTORS
Nancy Ruff Coordinator, Margaret Schultz 8:00,  
Eileen Jackson 10:30 Scheduling
EUCHARISTIC VISITORS
Albert Rose, Margaret Schultz, Diane Lantz
WORSHIP LEADERS
Margaret Schultz 8:00, Eileen Jackson 10:30 
Scheduling
ALTAR GUILD
Frank Shirbroun Contact
CHOIR
David Locke Parish Musician
SOPHIA SINGERS
Melisa Doss, Carole Hansen Coordinators

EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY
Melisa Doss Mentor

GREETERS
Brian Reid Contact and Scheduling

USHERS
Art Taylor 8:00, Jenny Irmer 10:30 Scheduling

ANIMAL MINISTRY
Margaret Schultz, Brian Reid Contacts

ARTS & AESTHETICS
Susan Sandri Chair

GARDENS
Diana Klein Contact

COLUMBARIUM
Beverly Babson Coordinator

ENDOWMENT FUND
Stephen Schwarzmann Chair

EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP
Dick Hall Contact

GREENING
Ted Brookes Chair, Celia Metz Secretary

SUNDAY COFFEE HOUR
Pat Brookes 8:00, Open 10:30 Coordinators

INTEGRITY
Mic Kissinger Convener

MISSION SUNDAY OFFERING
Brian Reid Chair

STEWARDSHIP
Dann Jergenson Chair

QUIET TIME
Chris Lubinski Convener

SCHOLARSHIP
Joan Johnson Chair

ADULT FORUMS
Ted Brookes Director

CARING MINISTRY
Eileen Jackson Chair
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Giraffes continued

September Calendar
B I R T H D A Y S EVENTS

Sunday
8:00 am Eucharist Rite I (followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult Forums)

10:30 am Eucharist Rite II (with music, church school & child care, followed by coffee/fellowship)

Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with incense)

Wednesday
10:00 am  Eucharist and Holy Unction (prayers for healing)

SERVICE SCHEDULE

NOTE:  All in person services and activities are canceled 
until further notice.  The activities listed are done by 
Zoom.  Email the office for the link:  staugs@whidbey.
com.  Links for the Sunday service and the Wednesday 
Healing Service are added to our website each week: 
staugustinesepiscopalchurch.org.  

  1. Barbara Houston, Lois Lewis,  

  2. Healing Eucharist 10A

  3. Dick & Yvonne Werttemberger, Sunday 
Scripture Study Group, 3P

  5. Kate Scott

  6. Holy Eucharist, 10:30A

  9. Healing Eucharist 10A

10. Suzanne Scollon, Carolyn & Rob Castleberry,  
Sunday Scripture Study Group, 3P

11.Kevin Sandri, Barry & Cathy Haworth, 
Healing Eucharist 10A

12. Bob Erb, Sherm Wortman, Carole & Gary 
Hansen

13. Holy Eucharist, 10:30A

15. Jillian Hershberger,  

16. Rev. Julie Bird, Healing Eucharist 10A

17. Lectionary Study Group, 3P, Vestry Meeting 
4:30P

18. David Locke

19. Barbara Graham

20. Holy Eucharist, 10:30A

22. Bill & Jan Skubi

23. Bernie Barker, Dr. Merrick Lockwood, Sara 
& Thomas Haven Ames, Healing Eucharist 10A

24.  Sunday Scripture Study Group, 3P

25. Br. David McClellan, John & Cheryl Waide

26. Dr. Jack Halstead, Anne Katherine & Sherry 
Ascher

27. Kenneth Downs, Sis Jackson, Holy Eucha-
rist, 10:30A

29. Carole Tyson, Kate & Rob Anderson, Elaine 
& Fred Ludtke,  

30. Healing Eucharist 10A

A N N I V E R S A R I E S

http://staugustinesepiscopalchurch.org
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Giraffes continued

Adult Forums: September
Ted Brookes Presents

Vestry Recap

So long as Washington State authorities and the Diocese of Olympia continue to enforce restrictions on 
church openings there will be no Sunday adult forums scheduled in September.  Once limited-capaci-

ty church services are allowed we will endeavor to reinstate some form of an adult forum program - even if 
is just 1 to 2 forums per month.  It should be possible to stage forums in the parish hall amphitheater em-
ploying proper social distancing seating and appropriate mask wearing.  Therefore, once and if we return 
to “normal” church activities in September, forums will be announced  on a weekly basis via the E-Pistle 
news gram and in pertinent Sunday bulletins.  Each announcement will consist of a specific forum date, 
subject matter, and presenter.

As has been our past practice, church staff  members, committees, and MSO sponsors are encouraged to 
develop and present forum material they deem of  interest to the congregation.  This, of  course, will be 
accomplished within the framework of  current pandemic guidelines.

The meetings summarized below were conducted remotely using  Zoom .  All participants were able to see 
and hear one another and to speak to each other in real time.

When, in May, it became apparent that the pandemic shutdown would be ongoing, the Ves-
try began to meet every two weeks, with a regular meeting once-a-month and a workshop 

session once-a-month. 

At each meeting, Canon Joan briefed the Vestry on communications from Bishop Rickel concern-
ing possible reopening, and she has assembled a committee to help develop protocols for in-person 
services.  We will continue the video services for the near future; however, there has been discus-
sion of continuing the video services to accommodate people who cannot or don’t feel comfortable 
returning to in-person services.  In light of this, the Vestry has discussed eliminating the childcare 
position and creating a new position to support making videos, streaming, etc.  The current child-

Vestry Meeting Summaries May through July

Nancy Ruff
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care provider would be offered the position.

In an effort to help our community as it deals with the pandemic, the Vestry approved “Super Mis-
sion Sunday Offering (MSO)” payments to Good Cheer, Helping Hand and Whidbey Island Nour-
ishes (WIN).  These payments of $1,500 from the Endowment Fund are in addition to our regular 
MSO donation of $1,000 plus monthly contributions from parishioners to charities approved by the 
Vestry for 2020.  Small Miracles received a $1,000 donation as a part of the addition of four Central 
Whidbey MSO recipients, also in addition to the charities approved by the Vestry previously.  Joan 
Johnson volunteered to “re-start” Good Cheer and WAIF food collections.

The Vestry has also been in discussions on dealing with the “second pandemic” - Racism.  Several 
activities have occurred and there is an ongoing book discussion group.

The staff is continuing to work, either remotely or in the office.  The Vestry has updated some Pol-
icies & Procedures (P&P) and also LOMMAs for the staff. Junior Warden Barry has volunteers to 
do periodic security checks.  He has also been running the kitchen sanitizer to assure it will contin-
ue to work properly after finding a leak due to seals drying out from misuse.    He has also super-
vised repairs to the hot water heater.  The building is being sanitized periodically by our cleaning 
service. 

The Stewardship Campaign will run from October 4 to November 1.  The Stewardship Committee 
is diligently planning how to accomplish a successful drive with limited person-to-person contact.

We have been faring well with our weekly contributions - our parishioners continue to be generous 
both in fulfilling their pledges as well as making MSO donations. Contribution statements for the 
first and second quarters have been sent out with postage paid envelopes if parishioners wish to send 
their pledges or MSO donations.  The Vestry and Endowment Committee have been discussing 
possible changes to the investment mix of the funds in light of continued stock market volatility.

In May the parish received a $28,000 Payroll Protection Plan (PPP) loan to continue salaries.  The 
loan is subject to conversion to a grant if more than 60% of the funds are used for salaries.  We will 
have no problem exceeding that requirement. 

All search activities have been put on hold during the pandemic shutdown; however, the Bishop has 
approved doing pre-profile planning and the Vestry is moving forward.

The next meeting of the Vestry is Thursday, September 16, 2020 at 3P.  

If the  Covid virus self-isolation is still in effect the meeting will be held remotely.  Contact the office for a Zoom link to attend the  
meeting if you desire:  staugs@whidbey.com.

Vestry Recap continued
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St. Augustine’s faces a crisis in Covid. As Christians 
we must lean on our beliefs. The gospel of Jesus 
requires us to take action as the “first fruits” that 
represent him. Right theology requires right action. 
Our various ministries and committees have been 
“walking the walk” as best they can during these 
hard times and are planning to continue their work 
as we all are “Entering the Unknown.”

The Greening Committee has been on its annual 
sabbatical during July and August.  Nonetheless, 
we have affected important administrative ac-
tions during this time frame as well as conduct-
ed preliminary planning for our various fall-win-
ter projects.  Our summer accomplishments 
include:

1. Renewed our two-year contract with Island 
County Public Works to conduct Litter 
clean-up and noxious weed removal on Hon-
eymoon Bay Road.  The plan is to begin 
this work in the fall while employing proper 
social distancing and mask wearing.

2. Provided input and comments to Earth 
Ministry’s newly minted 5-year Plan.  This 
plan expands the organization’s focus into a 
multi-faith (interdenominational) effort for 
environmental improvement and social jus-
tice reform.  Our intention is to collaborate 
with Earth Ministry on at least one of its new 
priorities. 

3. Committed to sponsor and mount a new 
Narthex wall display during the fall-winter 
period.  The display’s theme will be “En-
dangered Birds of North America,” and will 
feature many of Albert Rose’s fascinating bird 

photos.

4. Planned to finish our mulching efforts and 
clean-up of the Meditation Trail in late fall.  
Additional mulching will likely be required 
to complete the task. This task will only be 
undertaken if we can exercise appropriate 
safety measures. 
Ted Brookes 
Chairman, Greening Committee

The Animal Ministry has slowed down con-
siderably over these 
months of Covid. We 
have given what food 
has been collected to 
Waif in Freeland. We 
are in discussions with 
Joan over how to do the 
Blessing of the Animals 
potentially on October 
4th. We very well may 
have people park in the 
lot and then drive up in 
their cars to have their 
animals blessed. 
Brian Reid & Margaret Schultz 
Co-Chairs Animal Ministry

Recently I was cleaning out and updating old 
files, (one of many projects I’ve been working 
on as a result of Covid, and came across the 
schedule for the 8:00 Ushers for the second 
quarter of 2020 and, of course, it had not been 
sent out due to no services being held due to the 

Church Work and Our Covid Response 

           The Greening Committee
  Animal Ministry

Brian Reid

  Ushers for 8:00 AM Service



shutdown. The emotions I went through sur-
prised me. My religion has always been an im-
portant part of my life and due to personal sit-
uations and Covid I haven’t been able to attend 
church as much as I like and now of course, 
it has become impossible. I don’t think until a 
vaccine comes along, I’ll be able to attend in the 
fall either and this has left quite a gap in my life. 
I have grown to love my church family and miss 
seeing everyone and am especially concerned 
that everyone is healthy. I just hope and pray, 
and a vaccine comes along soon and that we can 
all get back to a normal life. 
Art Taylor 
Ushers 8:00 service

Quiet Time Meditation was started August 
2011.  We met in the church’s Fireside Room 
every Tuesday evening at 7 pm for 45 minutes 
of Lectio Divina meditation.  I then developed 
eye problems which interfered with my driving, 
so we tried various means of continuing such 
as someone driving me to church or meeting at 
my house.  Then when Jerry went on hospice, 
I began to send out the week’s meditation via 
email.  This actually increased participation.  
Once the pandemic hit, we continued the email 
version with some more who required mailing 
of the week’s meditation.  There are about 20 
participants. 
Chris Lubinski 
Quiet Time Meditation

Faithfully trying to follow the Bishop’s man-
dated instructions relative to worship, as well 
as rolling with the changes, pretty much tells 
the story of the work of the Altar Guild during 
this pandemic.  At the outset of Covid there 
was really nothing for us to do and we enjoyed a 
respite from our normal duties.  Canon Joan met 
with the Altar Guild team captains to work out 
details of our work in anticipation of in-person 
worship.  I represented the Altar Guild on an ad 
hoc task force to work out the details of in-per-
son worship following the guidelines issued by 
our Governor and our Bishop.   

With the advent of video and live-streamed 
services, including now with the celebration of 
the Eucharist, the Altar Guild has been able to 
exercise its creativity to provide beautiful ar-
rangements of altar flowers from our gardens.  
There is nothing quite like summer on Whidbey 
Island for gorgeous flower displays!  And, of 
course, we set up the altar for Canon Joan to 

          Quiet Time Meditation

  Altar Guild
Church Work continued
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celebrate and clean up after the service is over.  
What we miss most is contact with other Altar 
Guild members and all of you at St. A.  We are 
looking forward to the exercise of more normal 
Altar Guild responsibilities in September. 
Frank Shirbroun 
Altar Guild Liaison 

During this pandemic St. Augustine’s Episcopal 
Peace Fellowship (EPF) has continued its advo-
cacy to “respect the dignity of all human be-
ings” and “strive for justice and peace” through 
prayer, study, and action. While many EPF 
members would like to have joined the Black 
Lives Matter street witnesses, the Covid dictated 
otherwise. Instead, EPF supported this witness 

for racial justice by participating in “Reimag-
ining Policing” zoom webinars sponsored by 
the Absalom Jones Episcopal Center for Racial 
Healing. Information from these webinars was 
shared with EPF members and the Vestry. An 
announcement for Juneteenth was approved 
by members for publication in the E-Pistle. 
EPF took action regarding the defense budget, 
encouraging members to contact our Congres-
sional delegation and urge support for a 10% 
reduction in military spending. The reduction 

in military funds would be diverted to domestic 
needs. 
Dick Hall 
Convener Episcopal Peace Fellowship

The Greeters have been inactive during the 
Covid crisis but there is hope. Canon Joan has 
reimagined our role to include checking that 
people are wearing masks, reminding attendees 
about social distancing, telling people about the 
new seating arrangements, two seats together-six 
feet apart, so people can sit with people in their 
established  pods, and providing those without 
masks with a mask. (All Are Welcome) 
Brian Reid 
Greeters Coordinator

LECTORS IN THE TIME OF COVID

When the pandemic shutdown canceled in-per-
son services, the Lectors were presented with 
new challenges.  They learned, with Lucy’s pa-
tient tutorial help, to record themselves reading 
the lessons or Prayers of the People on a comput-
er, phone or iPad and upload the file to YouTube 

for Lucy to do her magic editing for posting.  
We had to also master the art of off-site record-
ing, which meant finessing the background, 
imploring family and pets to stay away and quiet 
and figuring out the best placement for the 

          Episcopal Peace Fellowship

  Lectors

  The Greeters

Photo by Barry Haworth
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camera to avoid the “nostril shot”.  With prac-
tice came improvement!  Live streaming created 
new challenges, especially with sound, and we 
are now back to video but on-site with all safe-
ty precautions.  The newest challenge became 
projecting and enunciating while wearing masks.  
Fortunately, the microphones Canon Joan pur-
chased are very good and the Lectors are speak-
ing very slowly and clearly.  We are happy that 
we are still able to be a part of St. Augustine’s 
Sunday and Wednesday services and hope all 
of you feel your distant worship experience is 
enhanced by our participation. 
Nancy Ruff 
Lectors

We have a wonderful team who continues to 
work in the gardens even though we are unable 
to use the building.  Cathy Haworth, Bernie 
Barker and Barbara Graham have contributed 
many hours working to clean up the grounds.  
Lots of debris has been taken away and dumped 
free at Landshapers.  We continue to work each 
Wednesday morning.  There is also a profession-

al team that comes when needed to do the big 
stuff and we do the weed pulling etc.  We feel it 
is important to keep up the grounds during this 
uncertain time. 
Diana Klein 
Gardeners Coordinator

Our Mission Sunday Offering has been down 
over the Covid-19 period. We are still collecting 
your generous donations and sending them to 
the recipients. We try to stay in contact with 
many and put an article in the June Light telling 
you how they were coping in this challenging 
crisis. They struggle, and as you can tell from the 
Light article many have been able to be adapted 
to provide services given the restraints now in 
place to keep all healthy. 
Brian Reid 
MSO Chair

The Education for Ministry program has cer-
tainly been affected by COVID 19.  We spent 
the meetings since March on Zoom.  While it 
worked OK, I found it difficult to “connect” in 
the same way with the participants.  We had 
three people graduating this year and they want 
to wait to get their certificates until we can meet 
in person. 
As far as ongoing meetings, I would like to wait 
until we can meet in person.  Brian and I dis-
cussed perhaps starting in January if we have 
enough participants.  We will this coming year. 
Melisa Doss 
EfM Mentor

  EfM

  MSO

           Gardeners

Church Work continued

Photo by Bert Speir
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Giraffes continued

M S O
Mission Sunday Offering September 2020

February 14th, 2020 marks the 18th anniversary of Gifts from the Heart Food Bank (GFTH) 
which opened on Valentine’s Day, 2002. The food bank was started by a small group of peo-
ple who felt there was a need for a food bank serving Central Whidbey Island. They originally 

started operating from a small space provided to us at Greenbank Farm. After three years of opera-
tion, they knew there was a need and, also, that our community and businesses would continuously 
support a food bank. In November of 2005, they moved into the old fire hall at 203 North Main, 
their current location. They store and prepare the food here and also distribute to Coupeville clients. 

Over 30% of  the clients served were infants to school-age children; that’s a lot of  hungry kids 
going to school every day. Their largest client group are ages 19 to 54. Many of  these clients 
are working, but don’t make a living wage and need the little extra help the food bank provides. 
Meanwhile, nearly 27% of  their clients are age 55 or older. They generate the food through, 
community donations, food drives, Northwest Harvest, and food bought through cash donations 
such as our MSO.

Adapting to the Covid crisis GFTH Food bank will be open on 2nd and 4th Wednesdays during the 
usual hours of  2:00-5:00 pm. However, due to the current “Stay home, stay healthy” order from 
Governor Inslee, their distribution process will be different. Food bank volunteers will be waiting 
outside the building to explain the food options available and then delivering the bags to each 
client. Walkers and bus riders will need to stay 6 feet from each other as they wait in line and will be 
served in the order they arrive. Clients arriving in cars will be served at their car. 

A volunteer asks for the client number or name and the number of  people in their household. 
Protein options available are discussed and the client is asked which protein option they would like, 
in addition to any of  the standard extra items such as rice, beans, or peanut butter. Clients will also 
get the appropriate number of  bags of  nonperishables based on family size and pre-made bags of  
veggies and fruit. Every client will get bread, a protein choice, and any extras ordered. Volunteers 
will bring the orders out to them. For clients in cars, volunteers will bring the order to the car and 
help load if  necessary.

Gifts from the Heart is a light to the world providing nourishment for Coupeville to those who 
are food insecure. They give that which feeds and supports the body and by doing so also feed and 
support the mind and spirit.

Gifts from the Heart Food Bank

Respectfully Providing Food To Those In Need

Brian Reid
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Dear St. Augustine’s Parishioners and Friends,

What a difference a year makes!  Who would have predicted that in 2020, the country would be 
under the  Covid attack and deaths would be climbing above 167,000 (As of August 11th). 

 Closer to home, even though our doors are physically closed, St. Augustine’s is still serving its 
parishioners and the local community.  Rev. Canon Joan Anthony and the Vestry, as well as vari-
ous committees are meeting regularly by utilizing Zoom.    The business of the church is still being 
conducted, even though, in a much different and unfamiliar way.

Even in the months in which we were physically distant and unable to gather in person, the Spirit 
kept us together, connecting us. Many in the media or in our society kept referring to our churches 
as “closed,” but we were never closed — we continued following the Gospel call to live in love with 
our neighbors, finding ever new ways to seek and serve Christ in all people. 

As we look to the year to come, we are more committed than ever to the ministry and love we share 
with our community and our neighbors. Our ministry is funded through the gifts of its members 
— your generous offerings given in grace and love. This year we are asking for every member to take 
part in our stewardship campaign by making a pledge. In the coming weeks, you will be learning 
more about opportunities to get involved and participate in our congregation. 

We will be hearing messages of Faith-Filled Generosity - Let Us Be the Light as we move through 
the weeks of this year’s stewardship season. The Gospel is rich with examples of how our faith kin-
dles our love for each other and our Christian responsibility to share our love with the world. I 
invite you and your household to pray and learn, taking these weeks to consider how your generous 
response to God’s call has been shaped by this community and the friends who gather with you. 
Thank you for being a part of St. Augustine’s family and for your faith-filled gift to our annual 
campaign.

In the spirit of generosity and love,

Stewardship Committee

Dann Jergenson, Chair —The Rev Canon Joan Anthony, Advisor — Elaine Ludtke , Isabel Neddow,                                
Barry Haworth, Meade Brown
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As we step into  
The unknown  
Let us step out  
Barefoot  
 
Let us strip off  our shoes  
So we can feel  
When the Holy Spirit  
Moves us  
 
And let us not  
Only  
Step out in Faith  
But let us move over  
 
Let us find it  
in our hearts  
To share  
Our place in community  

 
And let what we do  
Not be mistaken  
As condescending  
To anyone, any color, any station  
 
Let us step out  
In Love and Faith  
And with grateful hearts  
For we are blessed 

Jan Skubi

Stepping Into The Unknown
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